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Abstract
Coreference decisions among event mentions
and among co-occurring entity mentions are
highly interdependent, thus motivating joint inference. Capturing the uncertainty over each
variable can be crucial for inference among
multiple dependent variables. Previous work
on joint coreference employs heuristic approaches, lacking well-defined objectives, and
lacking modeling of uncertainty on each side
of the joint problem. We present a new approach of joint coreference, including (1) a formal cost function inspired by Dasgupta’s cost
for hierarchical clustering, and (2) a representation for uncertainty of clustering of event and
entity mentions, again based on a hierarchical
structure. We describe an alternating optimization method for inference that when clustering event mentions, considers the uncertainty
of the clustering of entity mentions and viceversa. We show that our proposed joint model
provides empirical advantages over state-ofthe-art independent and joint models.

1.)
2.)
3.)

[HP]e1 landsv1 green datacenter consultant [EYP]e2 .
[HP]e3 acquiresv2 [EYP Mission Critical Facilities]e4 .
[Hewlett-Packard]e5 will acquirev3
[Electronic Data Systems]e6 for about $ 13 billion.

Figure 1: Example sentences from ECB+ corpus with
event mentions and their argument entity mentions.
Color indicate ground-truth coreference clusters.

event coreference independently of entity coreference may erroneously conclude that lands (v1)
and acquires (v2) are not coreferent while acquires (v2) and acquire (v3) are coreferent. A joint
model that leverages coreference decisions of these
events’ arguments can help avoid such errors. For
instance, coreference relationships between arguments of v1, v2, and v3 could provide crucial
evidence in support of v1 and v2 being coreferent,
and v2 and v3 being not coreferent.
Previous work that exploits the argumentpredicate structure either rely on lexical similarity
between arguments while resolving related event
mentions (Yang et al., 2015; Choubey and Huang,
2017; Yu et al., 2020, inter alia), or is limited to al1 Introduction
gorithmic approaches without an explicitly defined
Coreference resolution refers to the task of detect- cost function (He, 2007; Lee et al., 2012; Barhom
et al., 2019). Moreover, these approaches do not
ing mentions of various entities and events and
capture the uncertainty in coreference decisions
identifying groups of mentions referring to the
same real-world entity or event. It is a fundamen- during the inference as they represent jointness
tal NLP task that has several downstream appli- only at a flat clustering level.
cations such as question answering (Chen et al.,
In this work, we present a cost function that cap2019; Bhattacharjee et al., 2020), textual entail- tures both the dependency between coreference
ment (Mitkov et al., 2012), building and maintain- decisions of event and entity mentions as well as
ing KBs (Angeli et al., 2015; Angell et al., 2021), the uncertainty of these decisions. Our proposed
and multi-document summarization (Falke et al., cost extends Dasgupta’s cost function for hierarchi2017; Huang and Kurohashi, 2021). Often these
cal (tree-structured) clustering (Dasgupta, 2016),
downstream applications consume a set of docu- generalizing it to model the dependencies between
ments, and thus require detection of coreference
two separate clustering problems of event and enrelations between event and entity mentions spread
tity coreference. To optimize this cost, we describe
across documents such as multiple news articles.
an efficient inference procedure, which is based
Event and entity coreference decisions often
on iterated conditional modes. Our inference alhave rich dependencies on each other. Consider the
gorithm captures the uncertainty over clustering
example in Figure 1 where a system performing
decisions of events and entities using the hierar100
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chical clusterings or cluster trees over event and
entity mentions. The algorithm proceeds by building cluster trees over event and entity mentions,
independently. We then alternate between building
over event mentions conditioned on the cluster tree
over entity mentions, and building cluster trees over
entity mentions given the cluster tree over event
mentions, until convergence.
Our proposed joint clustering model offers up
to 2 CONLL-F1 points improvement over resolving
event and entity mentions independently, and up
to 0.75 CONLL-F1 points improvement over greedy
iterative-merge clustering used in prior work.

2

Related Work

to compute merge scores in the next time step. In
this work, instead of using an incrementally built
flat clustering, we use cluster trees over entity and
event mentions that help encode uncertainty over
coreference decisions as part of our joint inference.

3

Joint Coreference Model

Problem Definition The task of coreference resolution is a clustering problem where data points
are textual spans of event (or entity) mentions and
clusters refer to the real-world events (or entities).
In this work, we focus on cross-document coreference1 in which the entity and event mentions
participating in the clustering problem come from
a corpus of documents. Let D = {D1 , . . . , Dnd }
be a set of nd documents containing a set of event
mentions Mv and a set of entity mentions Me with
ground-truth flat clustering Ev∗ and Ee∗ respectively.
Given the documents and set of event and entity
mentions as input, the task is to output flat clusterings Êv and Êe of Mv and Me respectively.
Our approach for joint event and entity coreference uses dependencies between event and entity mentions (§ 3.2). We formalize a cost function
that uses an independently trained pairwise similarity (§ 3.4) along with relational similarity (§ 3.5)
defined using these dependencies in a way that
captures uncertainty over coreference decisions. Finally, we describe our joint inference procedure to
optimize the proposed cost function in § 3.7.

Entity coreference resolution, especially in the
within-document setting has seen a tremendous
amount of improvement over recent years. Early
work on entity coreference used hand-crafted syntactic and semantic features (Ng and Cardie, 2002;
Daumé III and Marcu, 2005; Durrett and Klein,
2013) while recent top-performing models are neural models that perform mention detection, followed by mention clustering in an end-to-end fashion (Lee et al., 2017, 2018; Meged et al., 2020;
Joshi et al., 2020). Event coreference has also seen
similar trends with early work using lexical features such as Wordnet synsets, head lemma of the
verb (Chen and Ji, 2009; Bejan and Harabagiu,
2010) while more recent work uses event embeddings from pre-trained word embeddings or
3.1 Cluster Trees
pretrained language models (Lu and Ng, 2018;
We will use a hierarchical clustering or cluster tree,
Kenyon-Dean et al., 2018; Cattan et al., 2020; Yu
denoted T , to represent the uncertainty of coreferet al., 2020). While the majority of the work on
ence decisions. A cluster tree inherently represents
event or entity coreference attempts to solve the
multiple alternative flat clusterings, any of which
tasks separately, some prior work does exploit the
can be selected as the predicted coreference of menargument-predicate structure to derive additional
features for enriching entity/event representations. tions. These tree structures are a popular choice
among cross-document coreference models, and
In this work, we go a step further and perform joint
are typically built using hierarchical agglomerative
clustering of event and entity mentions instead of
clustering (Green et al., 2012; Kenyon-Dean et al.,
merely using event or entity mentions to derive
2018; Cattan et al., 2020, inter alia).
additional lexical features.
A cluster tree has mentions as its leaves. For
Prior work that jointly predicts event and entity
instance, a cluster tree over event mentions would
coreference decisions does so at a flat clustering
have Mv as its set of leaves. Each internal node
level (Lee et al., 2012; Barhom et al., 2019). The
joint clustering method incrementally merges en- represents the cluster of its descendant leaves. An
internal node with children x and y is associated
tity or event clusters, and computes merge score
with
a score from a linkage function, Sx,y which
between a pair of entity (or event) clusters based on
measures
similarity between clusters associated
a learned similarity function that incorporates feawith x and y. A canonical way, as used by Cattan
tures from the involved mentions as well as clusters
1
of related event (or entity) mentions. However, they
Distinct from the with-in document setting where each
use flat clustering of mentions at the given time step
document is treated as a separate clustering problem.
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et al. (2020) and others, to select a flat clustering
from the cluster tree is to use a threshold τ on
the linkage score and select the fewest number of
clusters possible with linkage greater than τ . In this
way, functions of their lowest common ancestor in
the tree structure, such as the linkage score, can
be informative of the likelihood of two mentions
being in the same predicted flat cluster.
3.2

Relational Dependency Edges

Consider the decision of whether two events are
coreferent. If the entities involved in the two events
are coreferent, we might be more inclined to believe that the two events are coreferent. Similarly,
we might be more inclined to believe two entity
mentions are coreferent if they participate in the
same real-world event. We formalize this intuition
by using semantic roles (Carreras and Màrquez,
2005) for modeling dependencies between event
mentions and entity mentions.
For each event, we identify entity mentions occurring in specific semantic roles. In this work,
we use four semantic role labels – ARG0, ARG1,
ARG-LOC and ARG-TMP, and collect a set of relational dependency edges between entity mentions
and event mentions. In particular, we use argr (mi )
to denote the entity mention in the semantic role
r for event mention mi , and arg−1
r (mi ) to denote
the event mention for which the entity mention
mi occurs in role r. In case an event mention mi
does not have an argument in a semantic role r,
argr (mi ) = . Similarly, arg−1
r (mi ) =  if an
entity mention mi does not occur in role r for
any event mention. Consider the example in Figure 1 where argARG0 (lands) = HP, argARG1 (lands)
= EYP, and arg−1
ARG1 (EYP) = lands.
3.3

Joint Cost Function

dently of entity mentions. Dasgupta’s cost of Tv is
given by
X
(v)
(v)
Jind (Tv ) =
find (mi , mj )LLCAi,j
mi ,mj ∈Mv

We similarly define cost Jind (Te ) for tree Te over
entity mentions. In words, each pair of mentions
(v)
pays a cost that is its similarity find (mi , mj ) times
number of leaves under their lowest common ancestor. Intuitively, in order to minimize the cost, a pair
of mentions mi , mj , that has high pairwise similarity should be merged near the leaf level of the tree
(i.e., more likely to be in the same flat cluster) so
(v)
that they have a small value of LLCAi,j while pairs
of mentions with low similarity could be placed
thus far apart in the tree e.g., potentially with the
tree root as the lowest common ancestor.
To capture information from our relational dependency edges, we introduce a relational sim(v)
ilarity term frel . For a pair of event mentions,
(v)
frel estimates event similarity by using the clusterassignments of the entity mentions involved in dependency edges with the two event mentions. We
(v)
propose several ways to define frel in §3.5. We
define the cost of a cluster tree over event mentions
(Tv ) given a cluster tree over entity mentions (Te )
as follows:
X
(v)
(v)
Jrel (Tv |Te ) =
frel (mi , mj )LLCAi,j
mi ,mj ∈Mv

A pair of event mentions has high relational similarity if their arguments are present in the same
flat clustering or present close to each other in their
cluster tree. And, the cost function Jrel (Tv |Te ) is
minimized when pairs of event mentions with high
relational similarity are placed close in the cluster
tree, thus increasing their likelihood of being in
the same inferred flat clustering. This is desired
behavior based on the assumption that coreferring
arguments increase the likelihood of two events being coreferent and vice-versa. We define the joint
cost as a weighted combination of the independent
and relational costs as follows:

We will be building two cluster trees– one for event
mentions and the other for entity mentions. We formalize a cost function that assigns a cost to the pair
of cluster trees considering both mention similarities as well as the dependency edges between event
and entity mentions.
We begin by defining a cost for a single tree
that does not include dependency edges using Das(v)
(e)
Jjoint (Tv , Te ) = αind Jind (Tv ) + αind Jind (Te )+
gupta’s cost (Dasgupta, 2016) for hierarchical clus(v)
(e)
tering. Let Tv be a cluster tree over event mentions,
βrel Jrel (Tv |Te ) + βrel Jrel (Te |Tv ) (1)
(v)
and LLCAi,j be the number of leaves under the
(t)
(t)
lowest common ancestor (LCA) of event mentions
where αind , βrel ∈ R, t ∈ {entity, event}.
(v)
mi and mj , and find be pairwise mention similarity
We can re-write the joint cost as a function of
function over event mentions computed indepen- mention pairs by substituting expressions for each
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Relational Feature for Event Mentions wrt role ARG1

Cost Computation for Event Mentions

g
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[HP]ARG0 lands green datacenter consultant [EYP]ARG1.
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[Hewlett-Packard]ARG0 will acquire [Electronic Data Systems]ARG1 for about [$13 billion].
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Figure 2: Illustration of the cost function and the joint relational dependence model using the tree structure. Three
sentences from the corpus are shown in the lower pane. We focus on a pair of event mentions "lands" and "acquires"
from the example in Figure 1. In the upper left pane, we show the computation of two terms in the cost for mi & mj
and mi & mk , which involves the product of their similarities (using the joint model) and the number of leaves of
their lowest common ancestors (LCA). In the upper right pane, we show the computation of the L INKAGE - SCORE
(v)
relational similarity feature (gARG1 ) wrt ARG1 of these event mentions using linkage score of their LCA. Observe
how this relational feature uses the LCA in a different way than the cost function. Here we use the linkage score at
(v)
the LCA to define relational feature gARG1 .

term in the cost function as follows:
X
(v)
(v)
Jjoint (Tv , Te ) =
fjoint (mi , mj )LLCAi,j
mi ,mj ∈Mv

{z

|
(e)

X

+

}

1

(e)

fjoint (mi , mj )LLCAi,j

mi ,mj ∈Me

|

{z
2

where, for t ∈ {entity, event}

(2)

product of their embeddings are concatenated to
create a mention-pair representation which is then
passed through an MLP to return a similarity score
for the given pair of mentions. Following Cattan
et al. (2020), we freeze RoBERTa parameters and
only train parameter of the MLP using binary crossentropy loss over all pairs of mentions.

}
3.5

(t)

Relational Similarity (frel )

The core of our joint approach is in the way relational dependency edges between events and en=
tities contribute to the cost function. These rela(3)
tional edges will contribute to the relational similar(v)
ity frel (mi , mj ) (and thereby to the cost function
Figure 2 shows example computation of the first
through the joint similarity). The relational simiterm in Eq 2. In the following sections, we describe
larities we propose will use the tree structure to
how we train and compute different components of
represent uncertainty over the final flat clustering
the joint similarity function.
assignment of mentions to clusters.
(t)
3.4 Pairwise Mention Scorer (find )
Let’s begin by considering the definition of relational
similarity for event mentions (the similarity
We use the recently proposed state-of-the-art independent coreference model proposed by Cat- for entity mentions is defined analogously). Given
tan et al. (2020) as our pairwise mention scor- a pair of event mentions mi , mj , relational similar(v)
(v) (e)
ers find , find for event and entity mentions respec- ity frel (mi , mj ) is computed using their semantic
tively. This model encodes event (or entity) men- role arguments. Specifically, we define a relational
(v)
(e)
tions in context using RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). feature gr (mi , mj ) using similarity fsim between
The mention embeddings and their element-wise
entity mentions which are arguments of event men103
(t)
fjoint (mi , mj )

(t) (t)
αind find (mi , mj )
(t) (t)
+ βrel frel (mi , mj ),

tions mi , mj in semantic role r as:
(v)

(e)

gr (mi , mj ) = fsim (argr (mi ), argr (mj )) (4)
(v)

Relational similarity frel (mi , mj ) is then computed using weights φ(v) over these features as:
X
(v)
(v)
frel (mi , mj ) =
φ(v)
r gr (mi , mj )
r

=

X

(e)

φ(v)
r fsim (argr (mi ), argr (mj ))

r
(e)

The similarity fsim will be based on the coreference decision of the pair of entity arguments. Most
simply, one could use hard assignments of entity
mentions to flat clusters, such as:
(e)

• F LAT-C LUST: fsim (mi , mj ) = 1 if mi & mj
belong to the same cluster, and 0 otherwise.
However, we would like to capture the uncertainty
over (hard) flat cluster assignments using the tree(e)
structured clustering. To do this, we define fsim as
a function of LCAi,j , the lowest common ancestor
of mentions mi , mj in Te as follows:
(e)

3.6

Joint-Mention Pair Scorer

In order to compute joint mention-pair similarity
score for mentions of type t ∈ {entity, event},
we first compute a joint mention-pair feature vec(t)
tor using the trained pairwise similarity find , and
(t)
relational similarity features (gr ) based on the
four semantic roles- ARG0, ARG1, ARG-LOC and
ARG-TMP. However, in order to compute these
relational features for event (or entity) mentions,
we would need a clustering over entity (or event)
mentions to begin with. Thus, in order to bootstrap
the process, we initially cluster entity (or event)
(e)
(v)
mentions only using scores from find (or find ). We
then compute relational similarity feature values
using the cluster trees or the flat clusterings over
event and entity mentions.
We finally train a linear classifier on top of this
joint feature vector to generate final joint pairwise
similarity as shown in Figure 3. The linear classifier
is trained using binary cross-entropy loss to classify
a given pair of mentions as coreferent or not.
3.7

Inference

Given trained pairwise mention similarity func(v) (e)
tions (find , find ) and trained joint mention-pair
(v)
(e)
scorers (fjoint , fjoint ), our joint inference procedure
starts by clustering event mentions and entity men(e)
(v)
(e)
• N ODE -O RDER: fsim (mi , mj ) = −Oi,j ,
tions independently using find and find respecwhere Oi,j is the position of LCAi,j in the
tively, with average linkage hierarchical agglomarray of internal nodes of Te , sorted in increaserative clustering (Johnson, 1967). We then altering order of their linkage scores.
nate between rebuilding the cluster tree over event
mentions and the cluster tree over entity mentions.
Figure 2 shows computation of relational feature
(v)
(gARG1 ) for pairs of event mentions using L INKAGE - Given a cluster tree over entity mentions, we first
compute the joint pairwise feature vector, then comS CORE method. Analogous similarity functions are
(v)
pute the joint-pairwise similarity (fjoint ), and use it
defined for entity mentions, except in terms of the
to compute hierarchical clustering over event meninverse relational dependencies, i.e.:
tions. We similarly update clustering over entity
X
(e)
(e)
frel (mi ,mj ) =
φ(e)
mentions given the updated tree over event menr gr (mi , mj )
r
tions and alternate until the cost function in Eq 2
X
(e) (v)
−1
−1
has converged.
=
φr fsim (argr (mi ), argr (mj ))
We use hierarchical agglomerative clustering
r
(HAC)
to build cluster trees as it allows use of an arWe also experiment with relational similarity
bitrary pairwise scoring function and is widely used
(v)
features gr for a pair of event mentions computed
for coreference resolution in prior work (Lee et al.,
(e)
(e)
(e)
using fsim = find instead of defining fsim using a
2012; Clark and Manning, 2016; Barhom et al.,
(hierarchical) clustering of entity mentions. Addi- 2019; Cattan et al., 2020, inter-alia). Moreover,
tionally, we experiment with relational similarity
average-linkage HAC provides a 2-approximation
(e)
features computed using fsim defined using cluster- to a dissimilarity-based version of Dasgupta’s cost
(e)
(e)
ing of entity mentions as well as using fsim = find . function (Cohen-Addad et al., 2019). Our proposed
We define relational features analogously for entity
inference alternates between optimizing the first
mentions as well.
and the second term in Eq 2. Clustering event men104
• L INKAGE -S CORE: fsim (mi , mj ) = −Si,j
where Si,j gives the linkage score between
the left and right child nodes of LCAi,j in Te .

Relation Feature Computation

Joint Pairwise Similarity

Independent Pairwise Similarity

Relational Feat
of (lands, acquires)
wrt ARG1

(lands, acquires)

(lands, acquires)
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Figure 3: Illustration of joint similarity computation for a pair of event mentions "lands" and "acquires" from the
(v)
example in Figure 1. Left panel in the figure shows computation of pairwise mention scorer find and the right panel
shows computation of relational similarity feature for the two event mentions using entity mentions in semantic
role ARG1, and the cluster tree over entity mentions. The central panel shows the joint feature vector computed
(v)
(v)
(v)
(v)
(v)
using pairwise mention score from find and relational similarity features (gARG0 , gARG1 , gARG-LOC , gARG-TMP ) is fed
into a linear model to produce final joint pairwise similarity.

tions given a cluster tree over entity mentions using
(v)
the joint similarity function fjoint optimizes the first
term in Eq. 2 while clustering entity mentions given
event mentions using the joint similarity function
(e)
fjoint optimizes the second term in Eq. 2. Finally,
on convergences, we use a threshold to pick a flat
clustering over event and entity mentions given
their cluster trees. At test time, we use threshold
values picked using dev data.

4

Experiments

# Topics
# Documents
# Event Mentions
# Event Clusters
# Entity Mentions
# Entity Clusters

Train
25
574
3808
1527
4758
1286

Dev
8
196
1245
409
1476
330

Test
10
206
1780
805
2055
608

Total
43
976
6833
2741
8289
2224

Table 1: Statistics on the standard train/dev/test split of
ECB+ dataset (Cybulska and Vossen, 2014).

Evaluation Metrics and Setup We use the official CoNLL scorer (Pradhan et al., 2014) and report coreference resolution metrics like MUC (Vilain et al., 1995), B3 (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998),
CEAFe (Luo, 2005) and the average of these three
metric, the CONLL-F1 metric. We follow the evaluation setup of (Cybulska and Vossen, 2014), also
used in other recent work (Kenyon-Dean et al.,
2018; Barhom et al., 2019; Cattan et al., 2020).
Following the precedent set by recent work, we remove singletons from both gold as well as predicted
clusters during evaluation. We use gold event and
entity mentions, evaluate coreference performance
at topic level with gold topics, and finally compute
a micro average of the metrics across all topics.

Dataset We run experiments on the ECB+ corpus
which consists of both within- and cross-document
coreference resolution for both entity and event
mentions. ECB+ corpus consists of a set of news
articles, grouped under topics. Each topic consists
of two sub-topics containing articles about two
different real-world events which use similar vocabulary, thus posing a challenge for coreference
systems. For example, the first two sentences in
Figure 1 are from the same subtopic containing
documents of HP’s acquisition of EYP while the
third sentence comes from a document from a different subtopic which talks about HP’s acquisition
4.1 Implementation Details and Baselines
of EDS. This presents a challenging setting when
Proposed Models Recall that our joint clusterevaluating cross-document coreference at the topic
(t)
level as there are instances of coreferent event and
ing model requires a similarity measure fsim , t ∈
entity mentions with divergent surfaces forms as
{event, entity} between mentions to compute rewell as mentions of different real-world events and
lational similarity features which are then use to
entities with similar surface forms. We show statis- compute the joint pairwise similarity as described
tics on ECB+ in Table 1.
in § 3.5 and § 3.6. We experiment with four differ105

ent choices for this similarity measure: J OINT I NF PW uses independent pairwise mention similarity
(t)
find , J OINT I NF -PF uses similarity computed using
(t)
predicted flat clusterings in addition to find , and
J OINT I NF -NO and J OINT I NF -LS use cluster tree
based similarity computed using N ODE -O RDER
and L INKAGE -S CORE methods respectively in ad(t)
dition to find .

entity mentions used in joint similarity calculations
is updated after every cluster merge. We present
further implementation details in Appendix A.
4.2

Results

Tables 2a and 2b show performance of our proposed clustering model and baselines for event
and entity mentions respectively in ECB+ test corpus. Our joint clustering provides 1.97 and 1.18
Baselines We compare our proposed joint cluspoints improvement in CONLL-F1 over clustertering model with the following baselines:
ing entity and event mentions independently. Our
• I ND: Compute clustering of event and en- joint clustering model outperforms the G REEDY(t)
M ERGE, the widely used joint clustering mechatity mentions independently using find , t ∈
nism
in previous work by up to 0.75 CONLL-F1 ,
2
{event, entity}. This corresponds to results
thus
indicating
the importance of encoding uncerfor models proposed in Cattan et al. (2020).
tainty in clustering decisions as well as the efficacy
of our methods in doing so. J OINT I NF -NO and
• G REEDY-M ERGE:This refers to the inference
J OINT I NF -LS which use cluster trees to compute
procedure used by Lee et al. (2012); Barhom
relational
similarity does better than J OINT I NF -PF
et al. (2019) with the features proposed in
this paper. It starts with event and entity men- indicating that encoding uncertainty over corefertions in singleton clusters. At each time step, ence decisions using trees performs better than usit computes the joint pairwise event (entity) ing a single predicted flat clustering. Finally, we
note that J OINT I NF -PW, which uses the trained
mention similarity using the flat clustering of
(t)
entity (event) mentions at the given time step, pairwise similarity find instead of clustering-based
similarity for computing relational similarity proupdates the linkage score between every pair
vides improvement over I ND baseline, but it is
of clusters, and finally greedily merges the
outperformed by methods like J OINT I NF -LS, and
pair of event or entity mention clusters with
J OINT I NF -NO which use cluster trees to compute
the highest linkage score. Like our proposed
(t)
relational similarity.
models, it uses find in addition to similarity
Furthermore, since G REEDY-M ERGE recomputed using predicted flat clusterings for
computes pairwise features and scores after each
joint similarity computation.
merger of a pair of clusters during hierarchical
Previous work on joint event and entity cluster- clustering, it does not yield a time-efficient iming (Lee et al., 2012; Barhom et al., 2019) uses
plementation. In contrast, our proposed inference
different mention encoders and features, and/or dif- methods compute joint pairwise scores only at the
ferent evaluation setting. For this reason, our results
beginning of each round of inference and can thus
are not directly comparable with those. G REEDY- leverage existing efficient hierarchical clustering
M ERGE baseline uses a clustering algorithm sim- libraries. We observed our proposed inference to
ilar to that used in previous work, on top of the
converge in up to three rounds thus yielding a
mention encoder and features used in this work.
time-efficient joint inference procedure.
Note that, J OINT I NF -PF and G REEDY-M ERGE
Figure 4 shows CONLL-F1 scores for I ND,
are similar in that they both use a flat clustering in
G REEDY-M ERGE and J OINT I NF -LS for each topic
the joint similarity computation with one important
in ECB+ test data. It shows that although joint
difference – J OINT I NF -PF predicts a flat clustering
inference methods such as G REEDY-M ERGE and
over all event (entity) mentions before using up- J OINT I NF -LS offer performance improvement
dating clustering of entity (event) mentions while
over I ND baseline for majority of the topics, they
G REEDY-M ERGE starts with a flat clustering with
do not offer improvement on a few topics such as
all singletons, and the flat clustering over event and
topic 36, and 45 for event coreference.
2
We further analyze the performance of these
I ND baseline results differ slightly from those reported
in Cattan et al. (2020) as we use a threshold chosen exhausmodels at the level of pairwise coreference detively on dev set while Cattan et al. (2020) chose a threshold
cisions. We report a few examples in Table 3
from a heuristically fixed set of threshold values of {0.5, 0.55,
0.6, 0.65, 0.7}.
where the joint inference method J OINT I NF -LS
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Clustering Model
P
Baselines
I ND
74.03
G REEDY-M ERGE 77.14
Proposed Joint Models
77.19
J OINT I NF -PW
J OINT I NF -PF
77.21
J OINT I NF -NO
76.36
76.57
J OINT I NF -LS

P

B3
R

F1

P

CEAFe
R

F1

78.79
77.69

48.82
56.33

69.01
59.66

57.18
57.95

43.28
44.31

54.46
56.98

48.23
49.85

61.40
61.83 (+0.43)

78.32
77.88
78.23
79.26

55.37
56.48
54.03
52.65

62.32
60.10
63.40
65.90

58.64
58.23
58.35
58.53

44.97
44.61
44.54
44.57

57.33
56.62
56.78
56.82

50.41
49.90
49.92
49.96

62.46 (+1.06)
62.00 (+0.60)
62.17 (+0.77)
62.58 (+1.18)

MUC
R

F1

84.20
78.25
79.48
78.56
80.20
82.15

CONLL-F1

(a) Event Coreference
Clustering Model
P
Baselines
I ND
77.46
G REEDY-M ERGE 79.60
Proposed Joint Models
J OINT I NF -PW
78.73
J OINT I NF -PF
78.97
79.33
J OINT I NF -NO
J OINT I NF -LS
80.02

MUC
R

F1

P

B3
R

F1

P

CEAFe
R

F1

89.05
88.64

82.86
83.87

49.37
52.84

72.29
71.78

58.67
60.87

48.06
48.22

50.73
52.60

49.36
50.32

63.63
65.02 (+1.39)

89.47
90.02
87.46
87.67

83.76
84.14
83.20
83.67

50.39
50.25
55.32
55.07

73.35
74.12
70.83
69.14

59.74
59.89
62.12
61.30

49.28
50.54
48.58
46.16

49.28
49.26
54.72
53.15

49.28
49.89
51.47
49.41

64.26 (+0.63)
64.64 (+1.01)
65.60 (+1.97)
64.79 (+1.16)

CONLL-F1

(b) Entity Coreference

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Ind

Greedy-Merge

JointInf-LS

CoNLL-F1

CoNLL-F1

Table 2: Precision/Recall/F1 scores for Event and Entity coreference on ECB+ test set over gold mentions spans.
Relative improvements in CONLL-F1 over I ND baseline are shown in parenthesis.
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Topics
(a) Event Mentions
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JointInf-LS
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Topics
(b) Entity Mentions

Figure 4: Performance of I ND, G REEDY-M ERGE, and J OINT I NF -LS on each test topic.

makes correct coreference decisions but I ND fails,
along with a potential explanation for the correct/incorrect decision made by each model. We
also include a similar analysis to show where our
joint inference method produces incorrect coreference decisions in Table 4. We would like to note
that it is not always possible to provide an explanation for an incorrect coreference decision made by
the inference algorithm as there could be multiple
sources of error. An incorrect coreference decision
could be a result of an incorrect value of pairwise
similarity from a deep neural network such as the
(v)
(e)
one used for find and find , an incorrectly chosen

threshold to obtain flat clustering, or errors due to
non-local decisions made by the clustering algorithm which override the mention pairwise similarities amongst other potential reasons.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we present a joint entity and event
coreference model, which formally defines a cost
function that extends Dasgupta’s cost for hierarchical clustering and represents the uncertainty of
coreference decisions along with entity-event dependencies. We present an efficient inference procedure for this cost function and empirically val107

Event Examples
1a
1b

2a
2b

[Hewlett - Packard]ARG0 to [buy]v consulting [firm EYP Mission Critical Facilities]ARG1 .
[HP]ARG0 [lands]v green datacenter consultant [EYP]ARG1
Explanation: The two event mentions "buy" and "lands" refer to the
same event but have different surface forms. I ND fails to cluster them
while J OINT I NF -LS correctly clusters them together as these two
events have coreferent arguments.
[HP]ARG0 [acquires]v [EYP Mission Critical Facilities]ARG1 .
[Hewlett-Packard]ARG0 will [acquire]v [Electronic Data Systems]ARG0
for about $ 13 billion.
Explanation: The two event mentions "acquire" and "acquires" refer
to two different real world events but have the same surface form. I ND
model incorrectly predicts that these two mentions are coreferent while
the joint model correctly predicts them as non-coreferent, apparently
due to different arguments in ARG1 semantic role.

Event Examples
1a
1b

2a
2b

Entity Examples
1a
1b

2a
2b

UNHCR condemns [air attack]v [on refugee camp in South Sudan]ARG1 .
South Sudan accuses Sudan of [air strike]v [on refugee camp]ARG1 .
Explanation: The two entity mentions refer to the same entity.
J OINT I NF -LS correctly predicts them as coreferent, apparently because both the entity mentions appear as ARG1 for a coreferent pair of
event mentions. I ND model incorrectly predicts them as non-coreferent.
The [UN refugee agency]ARG0 on Friday strongly [condemned]v the
aerial bombing ...
The mortar strike in Jabaliya was the second attack on a school [run]v
by the [UN Relief and Works Agency]ARG0
Explanation: The two entity mentions refer to different entities but have
some surface form similarity. J OINT I NF -LS correctly predicts them as
non-coreferent apparently because they appear as ARG0 of two different events but I ND model incorrectly predicts them as coreferent.

[Apple CEO Tim Cook]ARG0 took the stage in San Francisco to welcome developers and [announce]v new [stuff]ARG1 .
Apple has chosen WWDC [week]ARG0 to [announce]v an update to its
MacBook Air line.
Explanation: The two event mentions refer to the same event and have
the same surface form. I ND model correctly clusters them together
while J OINT I NF -LS predicts them as being non-coreferent apparently
due to mismatch between their ARG0 event mentions. Note that "week"
is incorrectly identified as ARG0 of "announce" event mention.
[Matt Smith], 26, will make [his]ARG0 [debut]v [in 2010]ARG1 , replacing David Tennant ...
Peter Capaldi is officially set to replace [exiting]v [star Matt
Smith]ARG0 as the TARDIS leader.
Explanation: The two event mentions "debut" and "exiting" are not
coreferent and have different surface forms. I ND model makes a correct prediction while J OINT I NF -LS clusters them together as the ARG0
entity mentions refer to the same entity.
Entity Examples

1a
1b

[Apple Inc]ARG0 on Tuesday (Jan 6) [introduced]v what it claims to ...
[Apple]ARG0 [unveils]v new MacBook Pro with Ivy Bridge at WWDC.
Explanation: The two event mentions refer to the same entity and have
similar surface form. I ND model correctly predicts them as coreferent
but J OINT I NF -LS model makes an incorrect prediction, apparently because the entity mentions appear as ARGO of two distinct events.

2a
2b

4.6-magnitude earthquake [shakes]v [Lake County]ARG1 .
Lake County earthquake [shakes]v [Napa]ARG1 .
Explanation: The two event mentions refer to two different entities and
have very different surface forms. For this reason, I ND model correctly
predicts them as being non-coreferent but J OINT I NF -LS clusters them
together, apparently because the two entity mentions appear as ARG1
for mentions of the same event.

Table 3: Examples of entity and events pairs (in bold
face) from test data where the joint model (J OINT I NF LS) is able to correctly predict coreference decisions
and the I ND model fails.

Table 4: Examples of entity and events pairs (in boldface) from test data where the joint model (J OINT I NF LS) fails but I ND is able to correctly predict coreference decisions

idate the model by demonstrating state-of-the-art
results on the ECB+ dataset, outperforming both independent as well as joint coreference approaches
proposed in prior work.

and conclusions or recommendations expressed in
this material are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect those of the sponsor.
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Model and Implementation Details
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topics during training as well as during inference.
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Lin, 2019) to generate semantic role labels for
event and entity mention pairs 3 . Since the SRL
system used is an end-to-end system and works on
top of predicted mention spans, we align the predicted event and entity mentions with gold event
and entity mentions. In case a gold event mention
span is not detected by the SRL system, we heuristically assign closest left and right occurring entity
mention as its ARGO and ARG1 respectively.
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